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Demographic inference based on Site 

frequency spectrum (SFS) – Part I



Outline

Part I

• Modeling demographic history: Population trees vs gene trees

• The SFS and coalescent trees

• Fastsimcoal2 principles – composite likelihood

• Approximate Bayesian Computation

Part II 

• Example of applications to different problems and types of 
data



Summary statistics:

- Characterize genetic diversity within and 
among populations

What can we learn from population genomic data?

Model-based
methods
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Evolutionary Processes:
• Demography
• Selection
• Mutation
• Recombination

- Characterize genetic differentiation 
among populations 

Patterns Processes



Genomic data with Next Generation Sequencing

Information about:

• frequencies of variants

• linkage disequilibrium 

Ref. Genome

Individual 1

Individual 2

…

SNP1 SNP2 SNP3 … SNP L

Ind. 1 0 2 0 … 1

Ind. 2 0 0 1 … 2

Ind. 3 1 0 0 … 2

… … … … … …

Ind. n 0 0 1 … 0

GenotypesMapping

Site-frequency spectrum (SFS)



Evolutionary forces affecting the 
history of populations

▪ Past effective population sizes 

▪ Past migration rates
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▪Natural selection
▪Beneficial mutations involved in adaptation

▪Deleterious mutations with negative effect

▪Mutation rate

▪Recombination rate



Demographic history of populations

Past demographic events:

▪ Population split

▪ Migration events

▪ Changes in effective 
population sizes (expansions 
or bottlenecks)

▪ Temporal changes in 
migration rates and effective 
sizes

Population tree



Why do we care about demographic history? 

Demography affects the efficiency of natural selection
• Response to selection is different in small vs large populations,                                           

with vs without gene flow, etc.

Demographic history affects the genome-wide patterns
• It can be seen as a "null" model. Regions under selection are detected as 

outliers.

Hohenlohe et al (2010) Plos Genetics



Gene trees within pedigrees

• Gene trees reflect the ancestral 
relationship of sampled gene 
copies 

• For now, lets assume there is 
no mutations (branch lengths 
do not reflect mutations in 
coalescent gene trees!).

• Because of transmission of 
genes at each generation, at 
each position of the genome 
there is always a gene tree 
describing the relationship of 
gene copies in our sample.

• All individuals share the same 
pedigree, but gene trees can 
vary due to independent 
segregation and recombination



The same pedigree can lead to different 
gene trees across the genome

Gene tree of a sample of size n=4 
(2 diploid individuals)

Chromosome 1



Gene tree of a sample of size n=4 
(2 diploid individuals)

Chromosome 2

The same pedigree can lead to different 
gene trees across the genome



Gene trees and pedigrees

• Although we have the same 
pedigree, the gene trees at 
different loci will be different

• Ancestral chromosomes that 
did not contribute to our 
sample can be ignored

• With recombination, different 
regions of the chromosome will 
have different (correlated) gene 
trees



Gene trees and pedigrees

• Although we have the same 
pedigree, the gene trees at 
different loci will be different

• Ancestral chromosomes that 
did not contribute to our 
sample can be ignored

• With recombination, different 
regions of the chromosome will 
have different (correlated) gene 
trees

Gene tree 1
Gene tree 2

Gene tree 3
Gene tree 4



Jobling et al (2014) Human Evolutionary Genetics,2nd edition

Gene trees vs. Population trees

Gene trees reflect the ancestral 
relationship of sampled gene copies.

The relationship between populations 
is given by the population tree. As 
with pedigrees, the population tree 
reflects the relationship between 
populations that is shared by all 
individuals.

In phylogenetics it is usually assumed 
that the gene tree reflects the 
population/species tree. 

However, in the time scale of 
population genetics, gene trees at a 
particular region of the genome 
(locus) can be very different from the 
population tree. 

Nichols (2001) TREE



Reconstructing the demographic history 
from genomic data

• Demography is expected to affect the 
entire genome

• Natural selection acts on specific
functional regions

Genome

Because of recombination, different regions of the 

genome can have different gene trees

tim
e

All gene trees are consistent with the 

population tree. Independent gene

trees can be seen as independent

replicates of the same population tree.

TDIV

Model without migration
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Expected coalescent times in a constant size population

Discrete time 
in generations

Continuous time
(in 2N units)

- What are the longest branches we expect in a stationary population?
- Do we expect the relative branch length to differ in large and small populations?

For a sample of n 
lineages the 

expected TMRCA is
approximately 4Ne



The expected time is 4Ne, but there is a large variance

Five independent genomic regions from the same constant size population.

Hein et al (2004) Gene Genealogies, Variation and evolution

Genome



Gene trees in expanding populations

• Coalescent rate is larger in smaller populations, and so we expect smaller intervals
between coalescent events in smaller populations

• Coalescent rate is lower with a lower number of lineages, and so we expected larger
intervals between coalescent events as the number of lineages decrease

10000

500000

500

Stationary Population Expanding Population

With less lineages

the longer the time 

intervals between

coalescent events

Most coalescent 

occur in the ancestral 

population, when the 

size is smaller.

Long external branches

past

present

past

present



Stationary population
gene trees at five genome regions 
(all share same population history!)

Expanding population
gene trees at five genome regions
(all share same population history!)

Hein et al (2004) Gene Genealogies, Variation and evolution
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500000

500



Gene trees for decreasing populations
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• If we could observe directly the gene trees, we 
could easily reconstruct the population tree and 
the demographic history.

• But we do not observe gene trees…

• We can still learn about gene trees from the 
observed mutations and the allele frequencies in 
samples



Adding neutral mutations to gene trees under
the Infinite sites model

Sequence dataGene tree with mutations

time

No back mutations, no multiple mutations on the same site.



Adding neutral mutations
The shape of neutral coalescent trees only depend on the population demography, and not on the 
mutational process. Assuming that all alleles have the same fitness, the mutational process can be 
modeled as an independent process superimposed on a realized coalescent tree.   

Mutations just accumulate along the branches of the tree according to a Poisson process with rate                 
for the i-th branch of length ti. The Poisson process is stochastic but it should be immediately obvious 
that long branches will carry more mutations than short branches 

i it =

Hein et al (2004) Gene Genealogies, Variation and evolution



We expect less rare variants in populations that went
through a bottleneck

• Mutations accumulate along the branches. 

• The longer a given branch the more likely it becomes that a mutation have 
happened on it.

10000
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Most individuals share the 

same mutations
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present



We expect more rare variants in expanding populations 
than in populations with a constant size
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In an expanding
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mutations are only found

in a single lineage -

SINGLETONS
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Site frequency spectrum (SFS)

▪ The SFS summarizes efficiently

genome-wide data

▪ Assuming a single population –

1Dimensional SFS

Data

Outgroup ATACCG…
Individual 1 ATACCG…
Individual 2 ATTCGG…
Individual 3 ATACGG…

Observed 
SFS

?
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Site frequency spectrum (SFS)
Outgroup ATACCG…
Individual 1 ATACCG…
Individual 2 ATTCGG…
Individual 3 ATACGG…• The SFS summarizes efficiently

genome-wide data

• Assuming a single population –
1Dimensional SFS

Data

Observed 
SFS
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Site frequency spectrum (SFS)

▪ The SFS summarizes efficiently

genome-wide data

▪ Assuming a single population –

1Dimensional SFS

Data
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Outgroup ATACCG…
Individual 1 ATACCG…
Individual 2 ATTCGG…
Individual 3 ATACGG…

The SFS ignores information about linkage. 
It is best suited for the study of many 
unlinked (or recombining) DNA sequences.

In a stationary population, the expected 
SFS relative frequencies are given by: 

( )iE
i


 = Fu and Li, 1993

Observed 
SFS



VCF (variant call format) files

https://grunwaldlab.github.io/Population_Genetics_in_R/reading_vcf.html

https://grunwaldlab.github.io/Population_Genetics_in_R/reading_vcf.html


We can obtain the SFS from genotype call data

Genotypes:

• 0 homozygote for reference allele

• 1 heterozygote

• 2 homozygote for alternative 
allele

This can be done if we have 
enough depth of coverage 
(>10x)

SNP1 SNP2 SNP3 SNP4

Individual 1 0 2 0 1

Individual 2 0 0 1 0

Individual 3 1 0 0 0

Individual 4 0 1 0 0

Individual 5 0 0 1 0

Observed SFS is a vector (1 dimensional SFS):

Frequency 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SNP count 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



SFS from genotype call data

Even if we have millions of 
SNPs we can summarize the 
genomic data to 10 numbers 
with the SFS! 

The size of the SFS depends 
on the number of sampled 
individuals.

Frequency 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SNP count 0 250,032 152,300 76,504 45,362 30,210 15,329 5,642 3,524 2,123 0

Observed SFS is a vector (1 dimensional SFS):



Derived vs Minor allele frequency spectrum

• So far, we have assumed that the allele frequency is 
the number of sequences with the derived allele 
frequency (unfolded SFS). We need information 
(outgroup) to determine the ancestral/derived 
state.

• If we do not have that information, we can work 
with the minor allele frequency (folded SFS). In this 
case, the allele with a lower frequency is treated as 
the reference.



Folded SFS (minor allele frequency spectrum)

If you cannot determine the 
ancestral or derived state of
mutations (e.g., no outgroup
reference genome available), 
you can assume that the allele
with the lower frequency is
the “derived”.

Unfolded SFS 
(derived allele frequency)



Folded SFS (minor allele frequency spectrum)

If you cannot determine the 
ancestral or derived state of
mutations (e.g., no outgroup
reference genome available), 
you can assume that the allele
with the lower frequency is
the “derived”.

Unfolded SFS 
(derived allele frequency)



Folded SFS (minor allele frequency spectrum)

Unfolded SFS 
(derived allele frequency)

Folded SFS 
(minor allele frequency)



Coalescent and the SFS
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Coalescent and the SFS

▪ A recent population growth
following a bottleneck leads to 
gene trees with long external
branches

▪ Very few mutations in the internal
branches

▪ Most mutations in long external
branches are only found in one 
lineage, resulting in an excess of 
singletons
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Coalescent gene trees at multiple independent 
sites and the SFS

▪ The SFS is summed across loci

▪ Independent loci can have different gene trees, and 
different mutations and allele frequencies

▪ But, assuming neutrality, all sites in the genome reflect
the population tree and the demographic history

▪ What can we say about the demographic events that lead 
to this SFS?
– Bottleneck, expansion, constant size population?
– Time of event?



SFS depends on past demography
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Natural selection also affects the SFS

Background selection (BGS) leads to patterns similar to 
population expansion.

Bank et al (2014) Trends in Genetics



Population structure

Migration events can be incorporated 
into gene trees.

Migration from Pop 2 to Pop 1, leads 
to lineages moving from Pop 1 to pop 
2 backward in time.

At each generation, the probability of 
immigration into population 1 from 
population 2 is given by:

Pr(migrate) = n1* m

Where n1 is the number of lineages in 
population 1, and m is the 
immigration rate.



Site frequency spectrum
(SFS) for multiple 
populations

▪ Single population: 

1D SFS

▪ Multiple populations: 

2D, 3D, …, npopD SFS

log10(proportion of sites)

Very few sites with a 
frequency of 1 in 

Pop1 and a frequency 
of 9 in Pop2

Many sites with a frequency of 
derived allele of 1 in Pop1 and 

a frequency of 0 in Pop2
(private singletons - mutations 

only found in Pop1)

Moderate number of 
sites with a frequency 

of 3 in Pop1 and a 
frequency of 3 in Pop2



Model based inference

• What is the model that best fits the data?

• What are the most likely parameters of each model?

Sousa and Hey (2013) Nat. Rev. Gen.



A model is represented by a population tree that 
reflects the past evolutionary history

Parameters:

▪ Population split times

▪ Migration rates

▪ Effective population sizes 

▪ Temporal changes in 
migration rates and 
effective sizes

▪ Selective coefficients, type 
of selection (positive or 
negative)

▪ Mutation rate

▪ Recombination rate

Population tree
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Site frequency spectrum (SFS)

The SFS contains information 

about the demographic history of 

populations

Sousa and Hey (2013) Nat. Rev. Genet.



Inferring the demographic
history from the SFS

Model

Genomic Data

Parameters:
- Time of split
- Migration rates
- Effective sizes



Inferring the demographic
history from the SFS

• The likelihood is easily computed
based on the expected SFS under
a given model

• There are different ways to 
obtain the expected SFS

• Diffusion (forward in time)

• Coalescent (backward in time)

Observed SFS

Expected SFS

Genomic Data

Likelihood

Excoffier et al. (2013) PloS Genetics

Model

Parameters:
- Time of split
- Migration rates
- Effective sizes



Estimating the expected SFS under a given model 
using coalescent

The probability of a SFS entry i can be estimated under a specific model θ from its

expected coalescent tree as (Nielsen 2000) ( | )

( | )

i
i

E t
p

E T
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b2 b2

b2
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b1

b6

b1

b1
b1

Where ti is the total length of all branches directly leading to i terminal nodes,

and T is the total tree length.

It gives the relative probability that if a mutation occurs on one of these bi

branches, it will be observed i times in the sample

This is true under the infinite sites model. No 
more than 1 mutation per site, back mutations 
not allowed!



Composite likelihood
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Even though we can have linked sites, we 
assume that all sites are independent.
Given S polymorphic sites (SNPs) out of L 
sites (Adams and Hudson, 2004) the
composite likelihood is:

Observed SFS
mi counts

Expected SFS
pi probabilities

Composite likehood

Model

probability of no 
mutation on the tree

probability of at least 
one mutation in the tree

These probabilities depend:
- Number of monomorphic sites
- A fixed and mutation rate

3 ingredientes for likelihood

Excoffier et al. (2013) PloS Genetics



Everything is relative

• The same expected SFS can be obtained in a large or small tree

• We need a mutation rate and the number of monomorphic sites to distinguish
among the two!

b2 b2

b2
b4

b1

b6

b1

b1
b1

Frequency 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SNP probability
pi

0 Sum(b1)/
TL

Sum(b2)/
TL

Sum(b3)/
TL

Sum(b4)/
TL

Sum(b5)/
TL

Sum(b6)/
TL

0

TL = total
branch length

b2 b2

b2

b4

b1

b6

b1

b1b1



Methods based on the SFS

Different ways to obtain the expected SFS pi under 
different demographic models

• Coalescent-based
• Multiple populations

Fastsimcoal2 (Excoffier et al 2013 PLoS Genetics) 
Momi (Kamm et al 2015) and Momi 2
Rarecoal (Schiffels et al 2016 Nat Genetics)

• Single population
Stairway plot (Liu and Fu, 2015 Nat Genetics) 

• Diffusion-based
Dadi (Gutenkunst et al 2009 PLoS Genetics)
Multipop (Lukic and Hey 2012 Genetics)
Jouganous et al (2017) Genetics



Inferring demographic history with 
fastsimcoal2 based on the SFS

• Fastsimcoal2 can estimate parameters from the 
SFS using coalescent simulations

• Maximum (composite) likelihood method

• Uses a conditional expectation (CEM) 
maximization algorithm to find parameter 
combinations that maximize the likelihood

• It approximate the expected SFS by performing 
coalescent simulations (>100,000)



Estimating the SFS and likelihoods with 
coalescent simulations

Ƹ𝑝𝑖 =
σ𝑗
𝑍σ𝑘∈Φ𝑖

𝑏𝑘𝑗

σ𝑗
𝑍 𝑇𝑗

where bkj is the length of the k-th compatible branch in simulation j. 

The expected SFS probability pi under a given model can then be estimated

on the basis of Z coalescent simulations as
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These probabilities can then be used to compute the composite likelihood (CL) 

of a given model as (Adams and Hudson, 2004)  

where X is the SFS in a population sample of size n, S is the number of 

polymorphic sites, L is the length of the studied sequence, P0 is the probability of 

no mutation on the tree (e-uT), and mi is the observed counts at SFS entry i.



Approximating the expected SFS 
with coalescent simulations

Increasing the number of 
simulations improves the 
approximation of the 
expected SFS

Excoffier et al. (2013) PloS Genetics; Chen (2012) TPB



Properties of composite likelihoods

This composite likelihood (CL) is not a proper 

likelihood due to the non-independence of allele 

frequencies at linked sites.

• CL is maximized for the same parameters as 

full likelihood

• Can be used for parameter estimation

• Confidence intervals cannot be estimated from 

likelihood profile, need to bootstrap

• CL surface might be more complex than 

likelihood surface, and thus more difficult to 

explore and get the global maximum

• CL ignores information on linkage 

disequilibrium (recombination) between sites

“correct” likelihood
Composite likelihood



NA N1 N2 TDIV m21 m12

Comparisons of approaches
Simulation of 20 Mb data

fastsimcoal2

NA

N1 N2

m12

m21

TDIV

NA N1 N2 TDIV m21 m12

ai

8/10



Protocol for parameter estimation

1. Get the observed SFS:
• derived SFS (DAF or unfolded SFS), when the ancestral state is known;

• minor allele frequency  SFS (MAF or folded SFS) when the ancestral 
state is unknown

2. Define the demographic model

3. Estimate the parameters – repeat 50-100 runs, and selecting 
the run with maximum likelihood

4. Bootstrap to obtain confidence intervals for each parameter 
– bootstrap 10-100 datasets, by repeating a few runs for 
each dataset
• For datasets with linked sites use block-bootstrap, diving the genome 

into blocks



Potential problems

• Maximization of the CL is not trivial (precision of the 
approximation and convergence problems)

• Need to repeat estimations to find maximum CL

• Needs genomic data (several Mb), difficult to have gene-
specific estimates

• Next-generation sequencing data must have high coverage 
(>10x) to correctly estimate SFS



Limitations of estimating demographic 
parameters from SFS 



Approximate Bayesian Computation

• Replace the likelihood function by simulations to 
obtain an approximation of the posterior
probability when a likelihood function is not 
available

• Replace data by summary statistics

• Disadvantadge: Uses less information than full-
likelihood methods

• Advantages: Applicable to complex models, easy to 
perform validations and assess the quality of the 
estimates



Approximate Bayesian Computation
Rejection sampling

• Sample * from the prior

• Simulate data with parameter *

• Compute the summary statistics of simulated data Ssim

• Compute a distance between d = d(Ssim, Sobs)

• Accept the parameter values if d < d

He

Summary Statistics
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Beaumont et al. (2002) Genetics, Marjoram et al. (2003) PNAS



Approximate Bayesian Computation
Rejection sampling

• Sample * from the prior

• Simulate data with parameter *

• Compute the summary statistics of simulated data Ssim

• Compute a distance between d = d(Ssim, Sobs)

• Accept the parameter values if d < d
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P(|d(Sobs,Ssim)<d)

 = 4Ne

Beaumont et al. (2002) Genetics, Marjoram et al. (2003) PNAS



Model choice
using ABC

Example with 10 loci of
microsatellites

Sousa et al. (2011) Heredity

Posterior probability for the admixture model



Example: ABC for Poolseq data

Evolutionary history of parallel ecotype divergence in Littorina snails

João Carvalho
(EG, cE3c)

Roger Butlin
(Sheffield Univ., UK)

T
im

e

Single origin Parallel origin

ABC is useful to model complex datasets, e.g., 
poolSeq data by explicitly modelling differential
individual contribution into the pool.



Risks and remedies in ABC

Sunnaker et al. (2013) PLoS Comp. Biol.



ABC programs

ABC_GWH  http://www.abcgwh.sitew.ch/#Background.A

Sunnaker et al. (2013) PLoS Comp. Biol.



Demography and linked selection
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Demographic inference based on Site 

frequency spectrum (SFS) – Part II



Outline part II

Example of Applications:

• Human dispersal out of Africa (high quality whole-genome) –
lessons on model comparison with linked SNPs

• Human colonization of Siberia and America (ancient whole-
genome data) - lessons on dealing with sequencing errors

• Deer mice colonization of Nebraska Sand Hills (targeted re-
capture data) – lessons on effects of filtering

• Divergence times and gene flow in sawflies (ddRAD-seq data) –
lessons from model comparison with ddRAD

• Hybridization in freshwater fish (GBS data) - lessons from 
inferring relative parameters



Nourlangie, Kakadu National Park, NT, Australia



Nature(2016)

Ewaninga Rock Carvings Conservation Reserve, NT, Australia



Australia harbors some of the oldest modern human
remains outside Africa

Many sites and remains
dated to be older than 40 
kya, suggesting a human
settlement 47.5-55 kya



One wave out of Africa vs Two waves out of Africa

Single
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83 high-coverage Aboriginal Australians genomes

Average depth of coverage: 65x
Very good quality of genotype calls



Effect of depth of coverage on SFS

• Compared 2D SFS based on depth of coverage of observed data 
(mean larger than >20x), with a distribution 8 times smaller.

Malaspinas et al. (2016) Nature



A note on recovering the SFS from 
genomic data

• Simulation study

• Low depth of coverage and 
missing data lead to biased 
SFS towards rare variants



83 high-coverage Aboriginal Australians genomes

Western Central Desert (WCD)

Average depth of coverage: 65x



Since we want to infer demography we tried to minimize the number of 

sites affected by selection:

• 985 1Mb blocks outside genic regions and CpG islands (~4.3 

Million SNPs) 

• 5 dimensional SFS (16,875 entries)

• Confidence intervals obtained using block-bootstrap

Europe

2 Sardinians

West Africa

2 Yoruba

East Asia

2 Han Chinese

Aboriginal Australians

7 Western Central Desert (WCD)

Archaic human genomes:
- 1 Neanderthal (~66 kya)
- 1 Denisovan (~52 kya)

Mutation rate assumed
1.25 x 10-8 /site/gen
Scally and Durbin (2012) Nat. Rev. Genet.

Generation time
29 years/gen
Fenner (2005) Am. J. Phys. Anthropol.



Towards a model to test the hypotheses: 
One vs Two waves Out of Africa

• Data (SFS)

• (Re-)Define model                
(hypotheses to test)

• Run fastsimcoal2

• Estimates!
• Assess the fit to the data

Do you have an outgroup?
- Yes – use the derived (unfolded) SFS
- No – use the minor allele frequency

spectrum (folded)

Do you have monomorphic sites?
- Yes - then, given a mutation rate you

can infer the absolute times and
effective sizes

- No – then all your estimates need to 
be relative to a fixed parameter (fixed
Ne or fixed time)



We always get results…

Evidence of two waves 
Out of Africa:
• Old split leading to colonization 

of Australia (81kya)

• More recent split leading to 
colonization of Eurasia (67 kya)



Towards a model incorporating Neanderthal and 
Denisovan admixture

▪ Non-African populations: 1-4% estimated Neanderthal admixture
▪ Aboriginal Australians and New Guineans: 3-6% estimated Denisovan admixture
▪ Archaic admixture can affect times of split estimates

Neanderthal Erectus?

Denisovan

Meyer et al. (2012) Nature; Prufer et al. (2014) Nature

Alves et al. (2012) Plos Genetics;



Evidence of archaic introgression

Total length (Mb) of:

▪ Putative Denisovan haplotype (PDH)

▪ Putative Neanderthal haplotypes (PNH)



Accounting for shared ancestry of 
Neanderthal and Denisovan

Admixture occurs between modern humans and:
• Denisovan-related (D.R.) population

• Neanderthal-related (N.R.) population

times (kya)

490 split Denisovan-Neanderthal

390 split Denisovan related

110 split Neanderthal related

Prüfer et al. (2014) Nature



Two-waves out of Africa

▪ Two different divergence times 

(Dt >> 0)

▪ Two independent bottlenecks

associated with the two Out of 

Africa events
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Two-waves out of Africa

▪ Two different divergence times 

(Dt >> 0)

▪ Two independent bottlenecks
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One wave out of Africa

▪ Similar divergence times (Dt close 

to zero)

▪ One single bottlenecks associated

with the Out of Africa events

▪ A major admixture pulse with

Neanderthal

single

Out of Africa

Denisovan admixture

Neanderthal admixture

Dt~0

ti
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e

West

Africans
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A single wave Out of Africa is consistent with our 
estimates when accounting for archaic admixture

• Similar divergence 
time (Dt close to 
zero)

Point Estimate
[95%CI interval]

Out of Africa

bottleneck



A single wave Out of Africa is consistent with our 
estimates when accounting for archaic admixture

• Similar divergence 
time (Dt close to 
zero)

• Bottleneck associated
with the Out of Africa
event

Point Estimate
[95%CI interval]

Out of Africa

bottleneck



A single wave Out of Africa is consistent with our 
estimates when accounting for archaic admixture

• Similar divergence 
time (Dt close to 
zero)

• Bottleneck associated
with the Out of Africa
event

• A major admixture
pulse with
Neanderthal in 
ancestors of all non-
Africans
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A single wave Out of Africa is consistent with our 
estimates when accounting for archaic admixture

• Similar divergence 
time (Dt close to 
zero)

• Bottleneck associated
with the Out of Africa
event

• A major admixture
pulse with
Neanderthal in 
ancestors of all non-
Africans

Point Estimate
[95%CI interval]

Out of Africa

bottleneck



Model captures aspects about the observed data
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Good fit to the marginal 1D site frequency spectrum
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What entries are not well fitted?
N

u
m

b
e

r
SN

P

WCD
Han
Sar
Yri
Nea
Den

The model does not fit very well the rare variants (singletons, 
doubletons) private to a single population.

Fit of the worst 30 entries out of 16,875 entries

Pagani et al (2016) suggests two waves: Papuan genomes with signature of 
admixture with humans from first wave (at least 2% of their genome).



Model captures the higher derived 
allele sharing between Eurasians and Yoruba

D-statistics suggest that Yoruba  and Eurasians 
share more derived alleles than Yoruba and 
Australians

Australia Europe
or

East Asian

Yoruba Chimp

D-statistics
(Australian, X; Yoruba, Chimp)

X population

Europe East Asian



Summary
Aboriginal Australians genomes support a single major 

wave out of Africa

• Accounting for archaic admixture with
Neanderthal and Denisovan was crucial 
to understand population divergence

• Genomic data consistent with a single 
major dispersal event out of Africa
(60-104 kya)

• Two major dispersal waves into Asia: 
Aboriginal Australians diverged
51-72 kya from Eurasians

single

Out of Africa

Denisovan admixture

Neanderthal admixture



Nature (2019)



Colonization of Siberia
Yana RHS (31,600 years ago)
Whole-genome depth of coverage 25x 

Kolyma (9,800 years ago)
Whole-genome depth of coverage 14x 



Hypothesis: Continuity vs 
Replacement of populations

Data: Ancient and present-

day samples; 625 blocks of 

1Mb (~1.5 Million SNP), far 

from genic regions and CpG 

islands

Method: Composite 

likelihood - fastsimcoal2
(Excoffier et al, 2013 Plos Genetics)
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Hypothesis: Continuity vs 
Replacement of populations

β = 1 indicates continuity: 

Kolyma descends from Yana

β = 0 indicates replacement

of Yana by Kolyma 
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Site frequency spectrum is affected by damage 
patterns in ancient DNA

• High proportion of 
singletons in Kolyma 
probably reflect errors

• Thus, all analyses were 
performed  discarding 
the singletons

Proportion of singletons in Kolyma
is reduced to 1/3 of original!
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Derived allele frequency in:
Sardinian
Yana
Karitiana
Kolyma
Han

#SNPs original dataset: 1,518,818
#SNPs after discarding transitions G>A,C>T:  938,911



Data: Marginal 2D-SFS

Observed Data: Joint 5 population site-frequency spectrum (1125 entries) 

obtained from 625 blocks of 1Mb (~1.5 Million SNP) 



Model comparison and likelihood profiles consistent with 
replacement with gene flow
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Model comparison and likelihood profiles consistent with 
replacement with gene flow
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Estimates of best nested model indicate 
replacement with gene flow

Split Yana 38.7
(32.2-45.8)

Contribution 
Yana>Kolyma

25.8
(14.5-28.9)

Contribution 
Kolyma>Even

13.3
(10.4-18.3)

Date (kya)
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Fit of expected SFS to observed data

Expected SFS according to the parameters that maximize the likelihood



Fit of expected SFS to observed data

Observed SFS



Siberia and colonization of the 
Americas Yana RHS (31,600 years ago)

Whole-genome depth of coverage 25x 

USR1 (11,500 years ago) Alaska

Kolyma (9,800 years ago)
Whole-genome depth of coverage 14x 



Estimates consistent with replacement with gene flow

• Kolyma is the closest population to Native Americans (USR1 and Karitiana)

• Native Americans with a contribution of up to 20% from Yana 



Summary: 3 migration waves

• Ancient North Siberians (Yana) reached Siberia before 30 ka (thousand-years ago)

1

1st migration wave

1



1

2

2nd migration wave

• Ancient North Siberians (Yana) reached Siberia before 30 kya

• Paleo-Siberians (Kolyma) migrated after Last Glacial Maximum (26.5 ka)

• Native-Americans are closer to Kolyma, with 20% of Yana contribution

Summary: 3 migration waves

2



3rd migration wave

1

2

3

• Ancient North Siberians (Yana) reached Siberia before 30 ka

• Paleo-Siberians (Kolyma) likely migrated after Last Glacial Maxima

• Native-Americans are closer to Kolyma, with 20% of Yana contribution

• Paleo-Siberians (Kolyma) were replaced by Neo-Siberians, likely 
associated with the cooler period “Younger Dryas” (12.8-11.5 ka)

Summary: 3 migration waves

3



Deer mice from Nebraska Sand Hills

S. Pfeifer, S. Laurent, V. Sousa, C. Linnen, H. Hoekstra, L. Excoffier, J. Jensen



Coat color adaptation in deer mice 
Peromyscus maniculatus

• Habitat (soil color) correlated with 
coat phenotype

• Field experiments suggest that light 
color confers selective advantage 
against visually hunting predators

• Nebraska Sand Hills were formed 
8000 to 15,000 years ago

Linnen et al (2013) Science

On Sand Hills Off Sand Hills

Pfeifer*, Laurent*, Sousa* et al (2018) MBE



A transect across the Sand Hills (ON and OFF)

Sample locations “off” and “on” the Sand Hills 
• 11 populations
• 330 individuals

▪ Genomic data (NGS) data
- Target 10,000 random 1.5kb regions 
- 185kbp region comprising the Agouti gene

▪ Phenotypic data for each individual



Evidence for isolation by distance but three groups

Geographically 
closer samples 
are genetically 
more similar

TESS3 analysis (ancestry estimation accounting for spatial information, Caye et al 2016)



Model-based inference

Is there evidence of gene flow between Off and On the Sand Hills?

Estimates based on the joint 3D site frequency spectrum (SFS):
- folded SFS with 140,358 SNPs

Off N On Off S Off N On Off SOff N On Off S Off N On Off S

Colonization from

North

Colonization from

South

Serial colonization

from North
Serial colonization

from South

Legend:

Bottlenecks

associated with

founder events

Pooled individuals from three groups: north OFF, south OFF and ON the Sand Hills



Deer mice: Pairwise marginal 2D SFS
Since we did not have an outgroup we used the folded SFS



Estimates support south colonization 
and high gene flow levels

• Recent time of colonization of 
Sand Hills ~3-5 kya, younger than 
formation of                                    
Sand Hills 8-15 kya

• High migration rates across all 
populations, inferred for all 
models

Migration rates above/below 
arrows in units of 2Nm, i.e. 
average number of immigrants 
per generation.

Off N On Off S

Time (kya)

Split Off North/South

45.5 kya

Split On

3.7 kya

3.6e-4

12.5

6.4

4.9

18.3

3.6



Deer mice: Model fit to marginal SFS



Some lessons I learned working with the
deer mice data

• Be carefull when applying Hardy-Weinberg filters to 
your data

• Be carefull when filtering on depth of coverage
applying the same thresholds for all individuals



The depth of coverage varied considerably
across individuals

• Applying the same threshold for all individuals can lead to biases

• Apply a filter on DP for each individual

Example of the DP distribution for each individuals, for individuals with mean DP>12

individuals
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Effect of DP filters on the SFS
Simulation study

With DP>15 we have a very good 
approximation to the correct SFS, even when
using the called genotypes

DP > 10

SFS based on 
called
genotypes

SFS accounting
for genotype
uncertainty
(ANGSD)

DP > 15 DP > 20

Simulated 2 pops SFS sampling 4 diploids from each pop, 200000 
SNPs, mean coverage=10x, error rate=0.01. Simulated with
correlated allele frequencies model (FST=(0.275, 0.01))



• High migration between all 
groups of populations (2Nm~20) 

• No evidence of a strong
bottleneck signal associated with
colonization of SH 28

15

T3=1.58 (~127 kya)

T2=0.28 (~23 kya)

T1=0.19 (~16 kya)

REFERENCE NANC=100,000

NBOT=1582

27.8

13.1

25.6

19.1

22.5

19.7

Nsouth~ 902,000

Nanc ON~400,000

NOFF N

325,000
NON N

287,000
NON S

292,000
NOFF S

401,000

N
ON North

OFF South

OFF North

ON South

DP>15 (5 diploids per group) 100,127 SNPs

Effect of HW filtering on demographic estimates
Removing sites with HWE excess and deficit leads to different estimates



Sawflies and RAD data



Sawflies Neodiprion lecontei

Ovipositor 
(saw)

N. pinetum N. lecontei

Same geographic area

needle

width

• Hymenoptera
• Plant-feeding insects
• Pine tree specialists



ddRAD seq data

• 80 individuals from 77 
localities and 13 host
species

• 100 bp paired-end
reads, mapped to 
reference genome of
N. lencontei

• Depth of coverage
filter DP>10



Given the detected three groups (North, Central, South):

• What is the the population tree topology?

• What are the split times? 

• What are the migration levels among groups?



Comparing models with composite likelihoods

• Fastsimcoal2 likelihood 
is “correct” if all SNPs 
are independent

• We can then compare 
the model likelihoods 
using Akaike
Information Criterion 
(AIC)

“correct” likelihood
(all sites are actually  
independent)

Composite likelihood 
(assuming linked sites 
are independent)

Composite likelihood provide unbiased maximum likelihood 
parameter estimates, but the likelihoods are inflated



A strategy to compare models

1. Divide the dataset into LD blocks.

2. Create a dataset with all SNPs 
(including linked SNPs)

3. For each model, obtain the 
parameters that maximize the 
likelihood (this is ok even with 
linked sites!) and the corresponding 
expected SFS

4. Create a dataset with 
“independent” SNPs                                          
(1 SNP per RAD tag)

5. Given the expected SFS of each 
model, compute the “correct” 
likelihood for each model with the 
dataset with independent SNPs

6. Compare models with AIC

Observed SFS with ALL SNPs

Model 1 Model 2

Run fastsimcoal2

Expected SFS for each model

Observed SFS with 1 
SNP per block

“Correct” likelihood for each model

Divide genome into blocks



Comparing alternative models

Joint 3D minor allele frequency SFS (11,617 SNPs – ALL SNPs; 4,478 SNPs – 1 SNP per RAD tag)   



Estimates favors a scenario where 
North and Central diverged more recently with asymmetric gene flow

The inferred population tree topology and divergence times are consistent 
with divergence and range expansion from different refugia after LGM

3 pairwise 2D minor allele frequency SFS (15,230 SNPs) 



Summary

• Fastsimcoal2 can be applied to RAD seq data

• We used a strategy to obtain (as close as possible) 
the “correct” likelihood by dividing the data into 
blocks, inferring the expected SFS for each model 
with ALL SNPs, and then re-computing the “true” 
likelihood with independent SNPs (1 SNP per block)

• Despite the reduced number of SNPs we were able 
to discriminate models based on their likelihoods



Inferring admixture in 
freshwater fish species

Sofia Mendes
(EG, cE3c)



S. carolitertii

S. pyrenaicus

S. torgalensis

S. aradensis

Sampling locations:

1. Mondego

2. Ocreza

3. Lizandro

4. Canha

5. Guadiana

6. Almargem

7. Mira

8. Arade

S. carolitertii

S. torgalensis

S. aradensis

S. pyrenaicus South

S. pyrenaicus North

GBS data (48 individuals, 23,562 SNPs with ~37% missing data) 



Admixture results (K=4)

Mendes et al. (2021) Heredity



Mendes et al. (2021) Heredity



D-statistic (ABBA-BABA)

Mendes et al. (2021) Heredity

D-statistic indicates that the relationship cannot be described by a bifurcating tree



Pairwise 2D-folded SFS without monomorphic
sites – inference based on relative parameters

• DP>10x

• Dowsampling 3 individuals from P1 (S. carolitertii), 
4 individuals from H (S. pyrenaicus North), 3 
individuals from P2 (S. pyrenaicus South) 

• 8,758 SNPs

• Folded SFS according to minor allele across the 3 
populations

• Size of the three pairwise 2D-SFS: 175 entries

Mendes et al. (2021) Heredity



Relative parameter estimates

Mendes et al. (2021) Heredity



3D-SFS including
linked sites

C=1 C=5

3D-SFS 1SNP per 
GBS locus

C=1 C=5



Protocol for model comparison based on 
AIC when we have independent SNPs

• Get the observed SFS

• Define the alternative models

• Perform 50-100 runs under each model

• Select the runs with maximum likelihood under 
each model

• Compute the AIC (Akaike information critera) for 
each model based on dataset with unlinked SNPs

• Select the model with minimum AIC
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